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Overview

Part 1: Identifying issues and barriers for building movement 
competence and confidence 

Part 2: Solution to issues and barriers – using own body 
Part 3: Applying solution to own communities of practicing 
healthy active living.

Invitation to collaborate in next stakeholder project with head 
teachers.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Caveat: Complexity phenomenon- therefore some known and panned and other emergent issues- reflexive practice encouraged and scaffolded through the I Can introduction.Part 1: Equity around Issues and barriers for children to build movement competence and confidence for the capacity and authentic opportunity to lead a joyful active lifePart 2: One way to address this- using one’s body as the instrument to build competence, to build physical alongside emotional strength as to acknowledge body image and other environmental barriers. Part 3: Unpacked –how the progression spiral acknowledged, accommodates and addresses issues, and consider what is available across your communities of practicing healthy active living.Invitation to collaborate with our European Primary Physical Education NetworkCalls for expression of interest for our next stakeholder project with head teachers.Jess, M., Parker, M., Carse, N., Douglass, A., Keay, J., Martinez Alvarez, L., Murray, A., Pearson, J., Randall, V., and Sweeney, T. (2024) The purpose of primary physical education: The views of teacher educators. European Physical Education Review, 0(0). https://doi.org/10.1177/1356336X241237081



Part 1 Issues and barriers for building movement 
competence and confidence 

- Social, 
- Age, 
- Socioeconomic status, 
- Gender, 
- Ethnic minority background 
- Disability status (Pedersen, Hansen & Elmose-Østerlund, 2021). 
- Body Image of children (Be Real, 2017)
- Relationship of parent with exercise and parenting quality ( Ingram, 
McCormack & Gibson, 2021)
- Efficacy of educators  (Murray, Adams, Kaitell, Shaughnessy  & Murray, 2018) 
- Curricular constraints, space and equipment expense (Murray, Murray and 
Howells, 2023)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It is every child’s right to learn how to use their toward general health and personal wellbeing (UNESCO, 2019, article 31). Issues and barriers to prevent the development of physical literacy, to attain and then maintain a health and wellbeing in pragmatic sustainable ways. Physical activity ought to adapt to the meet the needs and support the aspirations and interest of each child. Such advocacy also calls for the need to ensure agency of these processes (Hodge, Jordan & Smith, 2022). Barriers to Benefits for stakeholders: Pupils, Educators, those in parental roleBackground impacts health as a significant factor through physical inactivity; inclu. Social, age, socioeconomic tatus, gender, ethnic minority background and disability status (Pedersen, Hansen & Elmose-Østerlund, 2021). Movement Competence (Webster, Sur, Stevens & Robinson, 2021) and neuromuscular deficiencies (Zwolski , Quatman-Yates & Paterno, 2017) in childrenBody Image of children (Be Real, 2017)Relationship of parent with exercise and parenting quality ( Ingram, McCormack & Gibson, 2021)Efficacy of educators  (Murray, Adams, Kaitell, Shaughnessy  & Murray, 2018) and children and young people to feel comfortable enough to exercise, curricular constraints, space and equipment expense (Murray, Murray and Howells, 2023)



Part 2: Solution to issues and barriers – 
using own body 

• A working way that addresses the key issues build both student 
and educator competency: Murray, Murray & Howells (2023) 
https://www.intechopen.com/chapters/86572

• Developmentally appropriate notions to access exercise 
overcoming barriers is by using one’s own body and personal 
space as the medium for the exercise.

• “I Can” through a progressive series of fundamental movement 
skills experienced through a variety of movement concepts to 
build competence and efficacy in order to provide an 
accessible and meaningful way to build body image

• Resistance challenges –self-peer-group progressions; direct to 
indirect facilitation 

• Movement problems for social interaction to problem solve 
and explore and present solutions
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Image: https://depositphotos.com/9632080/stock-photo-blank-colorful-paper-sheets.htmlPart 2: How- using one’s body through an interactive educational resistance learning seriesDeveloping literacy in how we and why we engage in physical activity opens lifelong and life wide opportunities (International Physical Literacy Association, 2017; Jess et al. 2023).A working way that addresses the key issues build both student and educator competency: Murray, Murray & Howells (2023) https://www.intechopen.com/chapters/86572Developmentally appropriate notions to access exercise overcoming barriers is by using one’s own body and personal space as the medium for the exercise.“I Can” through a progressive series of fundamental movement skills experienced through a variety of movement concepts to build competence and efficacy in order to provide an accessible and meaningful way to build body imageResistance challenges –self-peer-group progressions; direct to indirect facilitation Movement problems for social interaction to problem solve and explore and present solutions

https://www.intechopen.com/chapters/86572


Part 2b

Solo

Peer

Group

Direct 

Reciprocal 

Indirect

Build strength and resilience by revisit Core, Lower, upper areas through balance &  
movements in increasingly challenging ways 

Vary movement concepts to engage 
and  motivate 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What does living an active healthy life look like to you? What could it look like?Self audit: movement competence, motivation, intentions and aspirationsIn what ways might you create your own progression?Starting example using your own body as the medium to build endurance strength with emotional resilience:I can try, and try again to be able to hold these moves using tension of my muscles as I build my strengthI can create a series of moves to challenge my upper, core and lower body and teach it to a peer/small groupI can follow a partner and then mirror their balance and hold this strength moveI can travel into a space and then move into a balance and hold this with tensionI can hold a static balance while keeping tension in core musclesI can adapt a move to safely suit my body and show my ideas.I can follow H&S rules and instructions and transfer my skills, competences and knowledge from curriculum, wider school and community physical education activity experiences.



Part 3: Part 3: Applying solution to own 
communities of practicing healthy active living.
What could this look like in your sector?

Next step:

ITE HWB study to explore implications upon personal and professional 
practice following professional development through this pedagogical 
approach and program.

Student teachers 

Mixed methods to evaluate benefits of integrating  resistance based 
movement into pedagogical practice
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Implications in your settings



European Primary Physical  Education Network 
• EPPEN

• Previous research
• Jess, M., Parker, M., Carse, N., Douglass, A., Keay, J., Martinez Alvarez, 

L., Murray, A., Pearson, J., Randall, V., and Sweeney, T. (2024) The 
purpose of primary physical education: The views of teacher 
educators. European Physical Education 
Review, 0(0). https://doi.org/10.1177/1356336X241237081
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DISCUSS THE PREVIOUS RESEARCH AND WHAT IS EPPEN TO THE AUDIENCE

https://doi.org/10.1177/1356336X241237081


Headteachers project
Seeking headteachers.

Next project focus the reasons we 
have and need primary physical 
education from head teacher 
perspectives . 

We need your voice.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Invitation to collaborate with our European Primary Physical Education NetworkFollowing our collaboration to better get to understand the reasons we have and need primary physical education from teacher educators, we would love to hear perspectives from our head teacher. Calls for expression of interest for our next stakeholder project with head teachers
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